Abstract. The performance of local search algorithms is influenced by the properties that the neighborhood imposes on the search space. Among these properties, the number of local optima has been traditionally considered as a complexity measure of the instance, and different methods for its estimation have been developed. The accuracy of these estimators depends on properties such as the relative attraction basin sizes. As calculating the exact attraction basin sizes becomes unaffordable for moderate problem sizes, their estimations are required. The lack of techniques achieving this purpose encourages us to propose two methods that estimate the attraction basin size of a given local optimum. The first method takes uniformly at random solutions from the whole search space, while the second one takes into account the structure defined by the neighborhood. They are tested on different instances of problems in the permutation space, considering the swap and the adjacent swap neighborhoods.
Introduction
Local search algorithms have been proved as efficient methods for solving hard permutation-based COPs. These methods rely on a neighborhood structure over the search space. The properties of this neighborhood can cause dramatic differences in the performance of those local search methods [9, 10, 12] . Thus, the same local search algorithm can produce different results in the same instance depending on the neighborhood chosen, because different neighborhoods draw different shapes (ruggedness) in the landscapes.
One of the features imposed by the neighborhood is the number of local optima. This number of local optima has commonly been taken as a complexity measure of an instance when solving it with a local search algorithm, and many authors have tried to estimate it [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . One of the results found when developing these techniques for predicting the number of local optima was that their accuracy is highly affected by the variance of the attraction basin sizes of the local optima. In general, the more uniform the attraction basin sizes are, the better the prediction. However, there are methods that are able to provide good estimations for instances where the variance of the attraction basin sizes is extremely large [6] . Looking at these methods, we can observe that their estimations rely on the concept of sample coverage, that is, the sum of the relative sizes of the attraction basins of the local optima observed in the sample. Inspired by this finding, our interest lies in finding methods that calculate the attraction basin size of any given local optimum. Unfortunately, in the literature there is a lack of studies fulfilling this aim.
The most intuitive way of obtaining the exact attraction basin of a local optimum would be by exhaustively applying the local search algorithm starting from each solution of the search space, and taking those solutions that finish at such local optimum. Of course, this is useless because if we were able to perform this process, we would be able to solve the optimization problem. Hence, another method for calculating the attraction basin of a local optimum is by considering, as the starting point, this local optimum. Then, applying a recursive procedure that checks at each time whether the neighbors of the current solution belong to the attraction basin. This procedure finishes when there are no more possible solutions to add to the attraction basin. In this last method we do not need to evaluate all the solutions of the search space. However, in general, the number of solutions to evaluate grows exponentially with respect to the problem size. Therefore, for large problem sizes, there could be local optima for which it becomes computationally intractable to exactly calculate their attraction basins.
The fact that there is no known method that calculates, in polynomial time, the exact attraction basins of the local optima, or at least, their sizes, leads us to focus on methods that estimate the attraction basin sizes. An easy and simple method for estimating the sizes of the attraction basins consists of applying a local search to a sample of solutions, estimating each proportion of the size of the attraction basin of the local optima as the proportion of times that it has been reached in the sample [7, 11] . However, this method has a major weakness: it is supposed that there are no more local optima in the search space except just those encountered in the sample. Of course, in general, this is not true.
Given a local optimum, we propose in this paper two methods for estimating its attraction basin size. Both methods start from the local optimum for which we want to estimate the attraction basin size. The first method consists of taking solutions uniformly at random from the whole search space. In the second method, the search space is divided in different subsets, which correspond to the sets of permutations at different distances. Three different sample strategies are used to sample these subsets. The way of choosing the sample sizes for the different chunks of the search space could help in the estimation, as well as could disorientate it, because, once chosen the sample strategy, the performance of this proposal will depend on the landscape properties. Considering the adjacent swap and swap neighborhoods, we test the methods on instances of two permutation-based combinatorial optimization problems: Permutation Flowshop Scheduling Problem (PFSP) and Linear Ordering Problem (LOP).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain in detail both methods and, in Section 3, we compare their accuracy when they are applied to the instances using the different neighborhoods. Finally, in Section 4, we review the main conclusions obtained.
Methods for Estimating the Attraction Basin Sizes
A neighborhood N in a search space Ω is a mapping that assigns to each solution π ∈ Ω a set of neighboring solutions N (π). Particularly, we work with instances where Ω is the space of permutations of size n, so |Ω| = n!. Two examples of neighborhoods in the space of permutations are the adjacent swap and the swap operators. The adjacent swap neighborhood considers two neighboring solutions if one is generated by swapping two adjacent elements of the other. While two solutions are neighbors under the swap neighborhood if one is the result of swapping any two elements of the other, not necessarily adjacent.
Supposing a minimization problem, a solution π
. Each local optimum π * has associated its attraction basin B(π * ), that is, the set composed of all the solutions that, after applying a local search algorithm starting with those solutions, finishes in π * . Particularly, we use a deterministic best-improvement local search (the steps followed by this algorithm are specified in Algorithm 1). Denoting by H the operator that associates to each solution π the local optimum π * obtained after applying the algorithm, we can formally define the attraction basin of a local optimum as:
Notice that the neighbors are evaluated in a specific order, so that, in the case of two neighbors having the same function value, the algorithm will always choose that which was encountered first (the neighbor that is the result of swapping the smallest items π(i) and π(j)).
We propose two estimators to calculate the size of the attraction basin of a given local optimum π * . This estimation will be denoted by |B(π * )|.
Algorithm 1 Deterministic best-improvement local search algorithm
1: Choose an initial solution π ∈ Ω 2: repeat 3:
end for 10: until π = π *
Uniformly at Random Method (UM)
Given a local optimum π * , we sample solutions uniformly at random from the search space counting those that belong to its attraction basin. That is, we take a sample of size M of random initial solutions: S = {π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π M } ⊆ Ω. The number of those solutions that belong to the attraction basin of π * divided by the total number of solutions evaluated (M ) is the estimated proportion of the attraction basin size of π * over the size of the search space |Ω|. So, the attraction basin size of π * is this proportion multiplied by the size of the search space (n!). In Algorithm 2, we specify these steps to follow.
Algorithm 2 Uniformly at random Method (UM) to estimate the size of the attraction basin of a local optimum π * 1: Input: M 2: Initialize InAB = 0 3:
take a random permutation πi ∈ Ω 5:
InAB + + 8:
end if 9: end for 10:
Distance-based Method (DM)
In this second proposal, we do not take a random sample directly from the whole search space Ω. Instead, given a local optimum π * , we choose the solutions from different subsets of Ω related to π * . That is, we consider the different subsets
|Di| } ⊆ Ω that are composed of those solutions at distance i from the local optimum π * . We say that two permutations π 1 and π 2 are at distance i if, starting from π 1 , and moving from neighboring to neighboring solutions, the length of the smallest path until reaching π 2 is i. Particularly, two neighboring permutations are at distance one.
Notice that any permutation in Ω \ {π * } should belong to one, and just one, of these subsets D i . That is:
So, given the local optimum π * , we take samples S 1 , S 2 , . . ., of uniformly at random solutions at distances 1, 2, . . ., respectively, from π * :
We use the methods described in [8] to obtain these uniformly at random solutions π i j for the different distances. In order to estimate the attraction basin size of π * , we proceed in a similar way to the previous method but, we work with the different subsets D i independently. That is, we record the number of solutions that belong to the attraction basin of π * in each sample set S i , divided by the sample size considered for each distance M i , and multiplied by the total number of permutations that exist in each subset D i . Therefore, the sum of these quantities obtained for each distance plus one (π * itself is in its attraction basin and has not been considered in any subset) is the resultant attraction basin size of the local optimum π * . This process is detailed in Algorithm 3, where M axDist denotes the maximum distance between two permutations and |D dist | refers to the number of permutations at distance dist. Both the maximum distance and the number of permutations at a given distance depend on the problem size and the neighborhood used. The input parameter of the algorithm is M = {M 1 , . . . , M M axDist }, that is, we need to set in advance the sample size used at each distance dist. On the one hand, different subsets D i have different sizes, which could lead us to change the sample size taking values proportional to |D i |. On the other hand, the closer a permutation to the optimum, the more probable it belongs to its attraction basin. Thus, we could consider the possibility of taking more random solutions in the subsets D i than D j , with i < j, or even, to stop taking solutions from a certain distance on.
Algorithm 3
Distance-based Method (DM) to estimate the size of the attraction basin of a local optimum π * .
Initialize InAB = 0 5:
take a random permutation σ ∈ D dist 7:
InAB + + 10:
end if 11: end for 12:
Experiments
We analyze and compare the two proposed methods for estimating the sizes of the attraction basins of the local optima for instances of different problems and considering different neighborhoods. We work with instances of the PFSP and the LOP, and we focus on the adjacent swap and swap neighborhoods. For the PFSP we consider 5 instances with 10 jobs and 5 machines, obtained from the well-known benchmark proposed by Taillard. The 5 instances of the LOP have been obtained from the xLOLIB benchmark, and the matrix size considered is 10x10. So, in both problems the size of the search space is 10!. Notice that the problem size is quite small. The reason is that, in order to measure the accuracy of the methods, we calculate the exact attraction basin size of each of the local optima of the instances, and thus, working with large permutation sizes is computationally unaffordable. Regarding the parameters of the algorithms, we specify the sample sizes used. For the first method (UM) we choose samples of sizes: M = {1125, 2250, 4500}. For the second method (DM), we need to fix different sample sizes M i according to the distance. In order to study different possibilities, for the second method we consider three different cases: We should use the same (or almost similar) total sample size, when comparing the second method (DM) with the first one (UM). So, we need to choose, in this case, M i such that
Equal Sample sizes for each distance (ES):
We show in Table 1 the sample sizes used at each distance according to the neighborhood, in order to fulfill equation (1). In Table 2 , the number of solutions of size 10 at each distance from a given permutation for the adjacent swap and swap neighborhoods is facilitated. Both algorithms UM and DM are applied 10 times to each local optimum for each sample size, and the average estimations of the attraction basin sizes are recorded. From now on, instead of considering just two methods, we will refer to four: UM, DM-ES, DM-SP and DM-SD. In Table 3 , the average relative error (in absolute value),
, and the variance (in brackets) given by each method for all the local optima of each instance from the 10 repetitions, are reported, for the UM, the DM-ES, the DM-SP and the DM-SD, and according to the problem and neighborhood considered. As we can appreciate, when estimating the attraction basin sizes, there is not a best overall method. We observe that, clearly, on average terms, the method that provides the best results for the instances of the PFSP considering the adjacent swap neighborhood is DM-SD, where we find the lowest errors and very small variances. For the instances of the LOP considering the adjacent swap neighborhood, the DM-SD performs well, but we also find good results for the DM-ES. For both problems, when using the swap neighborhood, the results given by DM-SD are really bad (high errors and variances). This is because the DM-SD takes a lower number of solutions as the distance to the local optima increases, and it stops taking solutions at M axDist/2. The bad performance of this method indicates that, when using the swap neighborhood, the attraction basins of the local optima are composed by a high number of solutions that are far from them, but this does not happen when using the adjacent swap. Of course, even if we increase the sample size with this method, as we stop considering solutions at certain distance, for both neighborhoods we do not obtain better results. The best method on average for almost all instances for the swap is DM-ES. So, for this neighborhood it seems convenient to take the same number of solutions at different distances. As a general rule, the higher the sample size the lower the average relative errors and variances. Except for DM-SD with the swap neighborhood, that the results are almost similar for all sample sizes. We carry out a statistical analysis to compare the estimations obtained for the different methods. A nonparametric Friedman's test with level of significance α = 0.05 is used to test if there are statistical significant differences between the estimations provided by the 4 methods in the different scenarios (according to problem and neighborhood). As we find statistical differences in all the cases, we proceed with a post-hoc test which carries out all pairwise comparisons. Particularly, we use the Holm's procedure fixing the level of significance to α = 0.05. In the case of the PFSP with the adjacent swap neighborhood, we find that the best method is the DM-SD with significant differences. When using the swap neighborhood, the best method is the DM-ES but with no significant differences with the DM-SP. For the LOP and the adjacent swap, the best methods are the DM-SD and the DM-ES with no significant differences, while for the swap the UM, the DM-ES and the DM-SP are the best methods without significant differences among them. Of course, for both problems using the swap, the worst performing one is the DM-SD with significant differences. 
Conclusions
The estimation of the attraction basin sizes of the local optima helps in the understanding of the landscapes and is a useful information when analyzing the complexity of the instances for local search algorithms. For example, the knowledge about the attraction basin sizes becomes essential for the prediction of the number of local optima. On the one hand, knowing the relative attraction basin sizes facilitates the choice of a suitable method for estimating the number of local optima. On the other hand, if we have information about the proportion of the search space occupied by the attraction basins of those local optima observed in a sample, we would know the proportion of the search space that has not yet been explored. Consequently, this would be a valuable information to estimate the number of not seen local optima.
We present two methods for estimating the attraction basin size of a given local optimum. In the first method proposed (UM), the proportion of the attraction basin size of the local optimum is estimated as the proportion of solutions of a random sample that belong to it. The second method (DM), which is more computationally demanding, consists of taking random solutions at different distances and estimating the total size considering the sum of the estimations of the sizes that are related to each distance. In the DM, the sample size taken at each distance is of high relevance. We notice differences in considering different ways of choosing the samples for different neighborhoods. First, we consider the case where, for each distance, the same sample size is taken (DM-ES). Then, we take samples of sizes proportional to the number of permutations that are at the different distances (DM-SP). Finally, the samples are chosen with sizes that decrease as the distance to the local optimum increases, and we stop taking solutions further than M axDist/2 (DM-SD).
The main result observed is that for the swap neighborhood, the DM-SD provides bad estimations. We have concluded that this is due to the fact that, for this neighborhood, the attraction basins of the local optima must have a high number of solutions far from it. The methods perform similar for instances of both problems. However, we observe differences in the estimations provided for the different instances considering the same problem. Another important observation derived from this analysis is that the sample size does not have a high influence on the three versions of the DM, while it has to be taken into account if we use the UM. Of course, the higher the sample size considered in the UM, the more accurate the estimations. After observing the statistical analysis, we recommend the following:
-Working under the adjacent swap neighborhood, apply DM-SD -Considering the swap neighborhood, use DM-ES or DM-SP We plan to study the estimations provided by these methods considering other different neighborhoods. The performance of the methods, of course, depends on some properties of the landscapes, above all, the distributions of the attraction basins all along the search space. So, we could think of other ways of sampling according to the different distances. This sampling way, should be de-signed focusing on the specific operator considered, as it is the most important aspect that influences the behavior of these methods. Thus, in order to obtain good results, it is essential to have knowledge beforehand about the properties of the landscape.
